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As we approach the season of Thanksgiving, we want to take a moment to
express our deep gratitude to everyone who makes The TMJ Association
(TMJA) possible. Your unwavering support, dedication, and contributions have
been the driving force behind our mission, and we are truly thankful for every
one of you.

Our team of volunteers plays a crucial role in the day-to-day operations of the
TMJA. Your commitment to our cause, whether through assisting with various
tasks or offering invaluable expertise, has been instrumental in our success.
We are grateful for the time and effort you invest in making a difference.

To those who provide scientific expertise, serve as patient advocates, and offer
support to fellow TMJ patients and their loved ones – your compassion and
knowledge make a significant impact on the lives of those we strive to help.
Your dedication to raising awareness and providing guidance is truly

https://tmj.org/november-is-tmj-awareness-month/


commendable.

We extend thanks to our government partners. Our mission has become theirs
and our collaborative efforts have played a pivotal role in changing the
landscape of TMJ. We are deeply thankful for their continued support, which
empowers us to make a more significant impact and advocate for positive
change.

We also extend our heartfelt thanks to those who contribute financially to keep
the TMJA alive. Your generosity enables us to continue our important work,
supporting research, advocacy, and outreach efforts.

As we reflect on the meaning of Thanksgiving, we want to express our
sincerest wishes for a wonderful holiday season surrounded by the warmth of
family and friends. Together, we are making a difference, and we look forward
to continuing this journey of support and collaboration.

With gratitude,
All of us at The TMJ Association

 

 

About The TMJ Association...Changing the Face of TMJ

The TMJ Association, Ltd. is a nonprofit, patient advocacy organization whose
mission is to improve the quality of health care and lives of everyone affected
by Temporomandibular Disorders (TMJ). For over 30 years, we have shared
reliable information on TMJ with people like you. We invite you to visit our



website, www.tmj.org.
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